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Бинарная система отсчета, лежащая в основе объединенной теории усвоения языка (LA), формируется 

эмпирическими и методологическими единицами, образующими бесконечные смысловые последовательно-

сти, которые неизменно считаются универсальными и естественными. Бинарная система отсчета предполага-

ет систему координат, определяемую множеством точек отсчета. Эти составляющие образуют континуум 

значимых двойственно противопоставленных характеристик, используемых для идентификации форм языка 

и методов его усвоения. Понятие о согласованном действии минимальных устойчивых величин при форми-

ровании языкового смысла и разработке методов его усвоения происходит из концепции бинарной оппози-

ции, которая представляет главную ось структуры изучения языка. Теория усвоения языка, воссоздаваемая в 

бинарной системе отсчета, открывает новое направление в развитии теоретической обоснованности и при-

кладного обеспечения в данной области.  

 

Ключевые слова: теория усвоения иностранного языка, общая объединенная теория, бинарная система от-

счета, точка отсчета, междисциплинарный обмен, сложность (комплексность), сопряженное преобразование, 

предикативная единица. 

 

Introduction 

 

The augmentation of a separate discipline in-

strumentality by the terminological store of con-

cepts and functional sets from other fields is a pro-

nounced sign of our time. The tendency is especial-

ly inherent in disciplines pertaining to language 

study.  The growing rapprochement of language 

sciences is strongly supported by the ongoing digit-

ization of research corpora supplied with  a great 

number of translation modules and collections of 

properly chosen key words which are mostly de-

termined but not overly restrictive. When reflected 

in adjacent fields, the non-specificity of a signifi-

cant part of language discipline terms reveals the 

existence of similar reciprocal counterparts or the 

facts of their use within a number of particular do-

mains. Terminological ramifications across a varie-

ty of language research fields virtually attest to two 

things. First, the sameness of certain terms testifies 

to the objective entanglement of the sciences con-

cerned with linguistic, psychological or epistemo-

logical investigation, language acquisition, AI and 

other associated fields. Second, the explorers have 

been getting more and more liable to use termino-

logical doubles applied to different knowledge are-

as. Although  the trend is equivocally and some-

times negatively conceived by the professional 

community, it reveals the researchers‟ striving for 

the development of a theoretically grounded and 

empirically guided all-encompassing framework 

implementing the oneness of the vast communica-

tion environment. The attainment of a coalescence 

that global is a super-challenging task now far be-

yond the state-of-the-art level of scientific generali-

zation. Moreover, not only a hypothetically unified 

area of language knowledge, but also its subsumed 

parts are still not enclosed by a holistic theory, with 

a variety of conjectures being put forward instead. 

Nevertheless, the interdisciplinary conceptual ex-

change makes the idea of a more embracing 

scheme theoretically approachable and feasible for 

a particular field. For an entanglement LA theory to 

become plausible, the very field of it is to be delin-

eated once again because of the long-term scholarly 

disagreement over the term „language acquisition‟. 

The latter has been traditionally associated with an 

environmentally natural rather than instructional 

process in a teaching context. The notion of acqui-

sition is thereby opposed to that of learning. In this 

study LA is viewed as a highly integrated  area re-

ferring to Augmented Reality (AR). «AR brings 

together all the techniques allowing a real world to 

be associated with a virtual world, especially by 

using the integration of real images … and virtual 

entities …» [1, 7]. Due to modern digital technolo-

gies, a natural language background and a guided 

learning setting get tightly interconnected trans-
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forming into a single unified mesh. In fact, the op-

position between „acquisition‟ and „learning‟ stops 

being irreconcilable. It is actually the language ac-

quisition area that has thus been absorbing concep-

tual instrumentation from nearly all coterminous 

language knowledge branches: linguistics, psy-

chology, information technology, artificial intelli-

gence and others. Second language learning (SLL) 

is commonly designated as second language acqui-

sition (SLA), and vice versa, i.e. SLA is quite sub-

stitutable for SLL. The terminological fluctuation 

results from a few more factors of various signifi-

cance, which are  worth mentioning here. As a sci-

ence, the subject area is assumed to have been de-

veloping and expanding for a relatively short his-

torical period namely, since the late 1960s. Com-

pared to the progress duration of the long-standing 

adjoining feeding fields, such as linguistics or psy-

chology, the advancement time of second language 

study has been not long enough for some concepts 

and terms to be fully established. On the other 

hand, the conceptual and technological contribu-

tions made by the cutting-edge areas (IT, AI etc.) 

are not systematically ordered, either. LA thus be-

ing a field with unanswered theoretical and empiri-

cal questions, its content domain, nevertheless, 

comprises some observable features as to whether 

its overall theoretical integrity is attainable. 

 

The Purpose of the Study 
 

The article challenges the additive constitution 

of a holistic LA theory having the distinctive char-

acter of aggregate dualism. The LA domain is addi-

tively constituted by varying components, which 

differ in nature but are functionally subsumed un-

der the multitasking discourse development. The 

strands involved in language communication ap-

pear to be only loosely connected with one another 

forming a flexible aggregate of alternating inte-

grants. Ultimately it presumes a collection of fac-

tors having effect to the result, which is efficient 

meaningful intercourse. The fluctuation of compo-

nent parts pooled in communication implies the 

formation of an operating whole devoid of an or-

ganic union of parts. The variegated assembly of 

diverse theoretical conceptions and disparate meth-

odological implements prevent the LA domain 

from gaining a holistic specification, the latter be-

ing assumingly achievable in particular functional 

terms.  The purpose of the study is to delineate the 

dimensions relative to an implied communicative 

strategy developer in a number of coordinate sys-

tems, whose reference points can nevertheless de-

fine an entanglement LA reference frame in terms 

of universal binary opposition units (BOUs). The 

unit signifies a common characteristic  inherent in 

all domain levels, which allows «the natural and 

social universe to be grasped as an organized 

whole» [2; 135]. This means that, although the co-

ordinate systems‟ origins, orientations and scales 

specified do not equate across the entire LA refer-

ence frame, the latter can be completely  described 

by BOUs representing a universal constant of any 

part of the multi-faceted LA domain. 

 

A Holistic Model of LA Reconstruction:  

Search for the Base 

 
The LA peculiarities mentioned routinely get 

framed with discourses of complexity, with the 

latter commonly being referred to as «the instabil-

ity and, thereby, the unpredictability of the interac-

tions of … components and the outcomes of those 

interactions» [3; 292].   

Complexity theory being an interdisciplinary 

field, it offers a set of related concepts that have 

arisen from several areas. The idiosyncrasy of its 

definitions is the variety of counterparts the notion 

of complexity is equated to.  

According to H.A. Simon, a complex system is 

roughly one made up by a large number of parts 

that interact in a non-simple way [4; 458)]. As a 

conjecture in process, complexity is being extended 

through the involvement of more and more con-

cepts and relationships, which seemingly contra-

dicts to the idea of coterminous field entanglement. 

With the enormity of traditional terms appropriated 

from other scientific branches and cutting-edge 

notions developed, complexity theory could never-

theless give some clues as to the implications it 

might have for an integral theory construction. 

Despite some of its fuzzy contentions about 

„implicit causality „ or „emergence occurring before 

order‟ complexity provides some valuable insights 

into the nature of LA as a complex domain with a 

large number of interacting parts, each with differ-

ent attitudes and different purposes. At the same 

time, the domain functions as a single entity. The 

idea of the part interaction is suggestive of an in-

variant universal approach to a complex system 

since the latter can be construed as forming and 

maintaining its order and hierarchical organization 

by the exchange of information among the constit-

uent parts. The reciprocity procedure is reducible to 

and reproducible by binary opposition sequences. 

 

LA Propensities for Binary Principle  

Holistic Reconstruction 

 

There has been specified a premise notifying a 

manifestation of two key characteristics present in 

a complexity entity. One of them implies the for-

mation of non-linear natural relationships emerging 
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from the natural landform environment in which 

they operate and in which they are strongly coupled. 

The other distinctive feature identifies the natural 

patterns «that are open, driven from equilibrium by 

the exchange of energy, momentum, material, or 

information across their boundaries» [5; 89].  

Considered thoroughly, the two characteristics 

prove to correlate with a series of oppositions de-

termining language intercourse: real-world envi-

ronment vs. individual inner mental space, lan-

guage organization system vs. learning procedure, 

socially relevant meaningful items vs. individually 

created concatenations, external verbal output vs. 

inner mental codes, etc. Each binary opposition is a 

pair of defined opposites, or diametrically opposed 

characteristics, set off against one another in a re-

ciprocal determination and taken as a basis for the 

conceptualization of a particular area with its co-

herent issues. The elucidation of the theory concept 

in ways of thought belonging to the conception of 

the binary opposition seems to be most rational as 

it corresponds to the idiosyncrasies of the language 

learning notional domain structure considered fur-

ther. The basic idea behind a binary opposition 

framework in language activity is greatly similar to 

the general duality line of approaching the LA sub-

ject, namely the everlasting antithesis of language 

organization system and language acquisition. 

A key common feature of a flexible conceptual 

framework composed by opposite but correlated 

constituents is conjugate transformation. The idea 

of conjugate transformation involves fluctuation 

and interchange between the opposed binary com-

ponents of theory in accordance with an established 

invariant pattern “closer to vs. farther from one of 

the opposed element”. The property is defined by 

the two elements of an opposition bearing to each 

other a relation characterized by having certain fea-

tures in common but being opposite or inverse in 

some particulars. «Conjugate transformation in-

volves a relation characterized by the opposite ele-

ments having certain features in common due to 

their belonging to the same field but being inverse 

in some characteristics. Conjugate transformation is 

thereby the mechanism implementing the alternate 

dominance of the one opposite over the other and 

constituting a flexible relationship between the op-

posing elements» [6; 12].  

Certain phenomena in the field appear to be 

able to be explained through arranging a series or 

order of conjugate transformations driving  a learn-

ing type closer to its opposite and thus forming a 

concession-making model with a dominating 

though not all-embracing  element set against the 

other. Thus, within the mechanism of a conjugate 

transformation in a binary unit either of the oppo-

sites might change the yielding part of their impact 

maintaining the dominant role nonetheless. The 

proportions of the mutual interdependence of the 

opposed binary elements vary, due to which a new 

approach option can be created. Transformations 

like this are quite common in learning and teaching 

practice. For example, a teacher practicing the task-

based approach might try to apply some error-

correction techniques borrowed from the old 

grammar-translation methodology which definitely 

contradicts the major idea of the TBA. Moreover, 

in the currently developing post-method era com-

bining principles, models, techniques and other 

inventory from various approaches to and methods 

of language learning is provided with theoretical 

substantiation and reinforcement on the part of 

Principled Eclecticism. The trend is supposed to 

combine principles, models or techniques borrowed 

from various approaches and methods developed 

before. The proponents of Principled Eclecticism 

are most positive of the broad parallel usage of dif-

ferent methodologies available now in language 

learning practice.  Thus free uncontrolled transfor-

mation of language learning methodology is en-

couraged which is subordinated to the preferences 

of the learner or teacher and is performed within 

the entire range of language acquisition, language- 

or communication-based, “naturalistic, instructed, 

or both” [7; 1].  The simultaneous arbitrary use of 

various methodical constituents produces countless 

transformation patterns which function in a non-

specified haphazard ways often aimed at perform-

ing particular communicative tasks whose role in 

the mainstream goal is not always convincingly 

determined. It is the two-pole exchange and con-

vergence that take the edges off the extremes of 

each as well as explicate hidden counter-positions 

unidentified before.  

 

Predication as an Entire Functional Medium  

of Language Activity 
 

A holistic binary language acquisition domain is 

an obvious engine of language learning technology. 

The crucial factor in the development of a holistic 

language activity framework is the observance of 

the unitary scale of the system‟s construction and 

assessment. The problem is that any specifically 

accented part of language comprehension within a 

particular approach to LA, be that language items 

or the learner‟s intellectual resources, is typically 

considered and modeled as separate isolated issues 

whose reciprocal links are not taken into account. 

The conceptual framework built on the premises 

given is capable of providing a template for succes-

sive integration of communicative stages, inner and 

outward speech, and language modules into a sin-

gle functional space. Defining this space means 
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understanding the nature of the universal compre-

hensive code summoned in the attainment of a bal-

anced interaction of the acquirer‟s thought – speech 

operations. The binary LA platform is to rely on 

integrants which form the strong points of a theo-

retical model and correlate empirically and meth-

odologically with language acquisition. The ques-

tion arises as to whether there exists a medium with 

a standard quantity capable of bringing together 

and measuring language, social intercourse and the 

learner‟s intellectual dynamics. The three interac-

tive realms share a singular property underlying a 

coherent and plausible explanation of their transac-

tions. This is the pervading functional environment 

of predication. The phenomenon is known as the 

act of joining initially independent objects of 

thought expressed by self-determining words – 

predicate and argument – in order to establish a 

predicative relationship. Predication is a most im-

portant function of language cognition due to 

which the real and individualized worlds converge 

in the learner‟s mind. The range of predicative acts 

occurring continually is assumed to be described and 

measured by the universal invariant predicative unit 

which is the minimal binary meaningful segment f(x) 
epitomizing the oneness of the thought – speech and 

language - thought realms. The invariant binary pre-

dicative unit is to provide the necessary functional 

reconciliation between the three modules of commu-

nication mega-domain mentioned.   

 

Conclusion 

 

Language acquisition has been historically the 

centre of contradictory conception and conflicting 

definitions by virtue of its subject matter specifici-

ty, which stipulates a most comprehensive sphere 

of scientific study. The fact that the LA subject 

matter is of general relevance of a number of co-

terminous fields makes its area multifaceted and 

relatively unrestricted. The traditional interpreta-

tion of LA as an arrangement of tightly intertwined 

interventions from adjacent or associated sciences 

causes its theoretical background vacuity and cast 

doubt on its self-sufficiency. The manifold of phe-

nomena involved is the prime reason for cross-

sectional research predominating over longitudinal 

exploration. A view of an LA holistic interpretation 

might not seem to favor commensurable standards of 

scientificity across its adjacent sciences. Neverthe-

less, the set of guiding principles applied to the uni-

fying exploration in language acquisition is the same 

that can be found across the full range of scientific 

inquiry. A binary opposition approach provides 

workable instrumentation for structuring LA refer-

ence frames from the most abstract theoretical prem-

ises to the most concrete learning building blocks. 

For centuries the binary representation structure 

has been considered as a dominating formation of 

discourse simultaneously framing “grammar of 

thought”. The idea of binarism is naturally imple-

mented in the process of predication, which is the 

epitome of opposed entities. At first sight, the phe-

nomenon being elucidated predominantly in ab-

stract terms explicates few connections between its 

theoretical exploration and practical application in 

the language study domain. The domain‟s integrity 

might become achievable due to the installation of  

invariant binary predicative units that function as 

sense building blocks and act conjointly expanding 

into meaningful chains. The new frame of reference 

presented would have far reaching implications for 

language acquisition providing a solid theoretical 

underpinning for language curricula.  
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A BINARY REFERENCE FRAME OF LANGUAGE ACQUISITION THEORY 

 

E.S. Orlova 

 

Lobachevsky State University of Nizhny Novgorod 

 

The binary reference frame underlying an entanglement theory of LA is woven by empirical and methodological units 

extending into infinite meaningful chains invariably perceived as universal and natural. The binary reference frame implies 

a coordinate system specified by a set of reference points. These integrants build up a continuum of meaningful dually op-

posed characteristics used to identify languages patterns and its acquisition methods. The idea of the concerted function of 

minimal standard quantities of language sense generation and acquisition method development has been derived from the 

concept of binary opposition being the central axis of language learning structure. An LA theory presented in the binary 

frame of reference provides an upward trend in the development of the theoretical underpinning and applied instrumentation 

of the field. 

 

Keywords: language acquisition/LA, entanglement theory, binary reference frame, reference point,  interdisciplinary 

exchange, complexity, predication, conjugate transformation, binary opposition unit, predicative unit. 


